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TurtlesTeenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #90Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Ultimate
Collection Vol. 1Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #99Sam Zabel and the Magic
PenRoninPogoTeenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #24Teenage Mutant Ninja
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ArtobiographyTeenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Volume 18: Trial of KrangThe Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles Pizza CookbookIL MASSIMO DEI GIOCATTOLI: I 100 Giocattoli
che hanno Segnato una Generazione - Anni ’80Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #100
Deluxe EditionTeenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: the Ultimate CollectionIl cinema dei
fumettiEpocaTeenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #6Ninja da colorare. Teenage mutant
ninja turtlesBatman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles IICourt of the DeadTeenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles #33Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Vol. 16: Chasing
PhantomsBatman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles AdventuresI LOVE 80: 101 Cose da
Sapere sui Magici Anni Ottanta. Speciale Paninari (con le foto originali del
periodo)Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 10Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Vol. 11:
Attack on TechnodromeShadoweyes: Volume OneTales of the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles Omnibus, Vol. 1Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #95The Official
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Universe #1
Fabulous and intricate natural patterns challenge coloring enthusiasts in
"Butterflies." The high quality paper is suitable for use with crayons, felt-tipped
pens, water paints, pencils, or pastels. (Consumable)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles/Ghostbusters
The Turtles and their allies take stock in the wake of a tragedy. Little do they know
the greatest conflict is about to come!

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #34
Tartarughe alla riscossa! Turtles Tartarughe Ninja. Con adesivi
The Power Rangers arrive in New York City to find their missing teammate Tommy
Oliver, AKA The Mighty Morphin Green Ranger, but soon discover he’s joined forces
with the villainous Shredder and the Foot Clan! But the Rangers must also deal
with another unexpected (fr)enemy—the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! Can these
heroes find a way to work together to defeat the bad guys and save the world from
total destruction?! Written by Ryan Parrott (Power Rangers: Necessary Evil) and
illustrated by Simone di Meo (Power Rangers: Beyond The Grid), the Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers fight—and maybe team up with—the Teenage Mutant
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Ninja Turtles for the first time ever. Collects the complete 5-issue series

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #44
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #5
When a new invention goes haywire, the Turtles end up in a different New York
City, where they team up with the Ghostbusters to beat a ghostly foe that wants to
conquer the city! Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Spotlight is a division of ABDO.

Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III
The Turtles are reunited, although distance still remains between the brothers.
Fortunately nothing brings people together like the holiday season! It's Christmas
in New York City, and the aftermath of the battle with Old Hob allows for more
mysteries to be revealed and new dangers to be uncovered. The Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles begin their journey as a true team of brothers in this exciting issue!

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #105
Collects sketches, character designs, page layouts, and paintings of the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles and chronicles the development of the characters from the
first drawings to their stardom on the big screen.

Mighty Morphin Power Rangers/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Discover the complete story of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles for the first
time–from their humble beginnings in black-and-white comics created in a home
studio in Dover, New Hampshire, to their multimillion-dollar breakout success, and
their position as four of the best-loved characters of all time. Featuring interviews
with every key figure in the Turtles’ evolution, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The
Ultimate Visual History presents the tale straight from the mouths of those who
were there, including co-creators Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird, animation legend
Fred Wolf, creature effects maestro Brian Henson, and even the man behind the
“Ninja Rap,” Vanilla Ice. In visually stunning detail, this book explores each
iteration of the Turtles from the past to the present, including the hit animation
show from Nickelodeon and the Michael Bay–produced live-action movie from
Paramount starring Megan Fox. Bringing together the rarest art and artifacts from
three decades of TMNT comics, TV shows, and films, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Ultimate Visual History leaves no shell unturned!

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #90
Music, mayhem, and most importantly: family. The TMNT all return to NYC and
begin to see a path forward for themselves in Mutant Town. The conclusion to
Sophie Campbell's first ongoing story arc ends with heart and isn't to be missed!
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Ultimate Collection Vol. 1
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION, VOL. 1. AUGUST
2011. © 2011 Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #99
Revisit one of the biggest books of 2019 with this deluxe version of TMNT #100!
Featuring behind-the-scenes artwork, rare cover artwork, and a complete oral
history of the entire record-breaking IDW TMNT series! This is the perfect item for
mega-fans of TMNT!

Sam Zabel and the Magic Pen
City at War, Part 7. New York City descends into chaos after the unthinkable events
of the last issue! Bishop is relentless in his pursuit, and a final showdown between
Donatello and Metalhead will prove explosive!

Ronin
Host the ultimate pizza party with this creative cookbook of delicious recipes
inspired by the heroes of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Straight out of the
sewers and right into the kitchen, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles' favorite pizzas
are finally yours to create and enjoy! Join Leonardo, Raphael, Donatello, and
Michelangelo on a seriously ooey, gooey, cheesy, adventure inspired by the
beloved original cartoon series. This cookbook contains sixty-five righteous recipes,
from old-school classic such the New York Style Pepperoni to newfangled feasts
such as the Lean, Mean, and Green and Shredder's Revenge. There's a pizza for
every occasion -- breakfast pizzas, mini-pizzas, party pizzas, and even dessert
pizzas. So get on the ninja diet and be prepared to eat your hearts out!
Cowabunga! © 2017 Viacom International Inc. and Viacom Overseas Holdings C.V.
All rights reserved. Nickelodeon, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and all related
titles, logos, and characters are trademarks of Viacom International Inc. and
Viacom Overseas Holdings C.V. Based on the characters created by Peter Laird and
Kevin Eastman.

Pogo
Se gli anni 80 sono rimasti “i favolosi…” nell’immaginario collettivo i motivi sono
molteplici, sintetizzabili in un solo elemento: si vivevano anni di cambiamenti
generazionali caratterizzati da speranza ed entusiasmo. Si viveva un nuovo boom
economico, erano anni di consumismo e miti americani. Erano ormai alle spalle le
tensioni sociali degli anni ’70 e, crollati i grandi ideali giovanili, si pensava alla
moda e all’apparire. Erano anni colorati, spensierati, festaioli, forse un po’
pacchiani se visti con gli occhi di oggi, ma comunque molto divertenti. “Gli anni
d’oro del grande Real gli anni di Happy Days e di Ralph Malph gli anni delle grandi
compagnie gli anni in motorino sempre in due gli anni di che belli erano i film gli
anni dei Roy Rogers come jeans…”. Per citare Max Pezzali e gli 883, ne “Gli anni”.
Considera questo libro una sorta di macchina del tempo che ti farà rivivere quegli
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incredibili anni e quelle emozioni, “surfando” tra le onde della musica, del cinema,
della tv, della moda e degli episodi sportivi, storici e sociali che hanno segnato
questa indimenticabile decade. Per i nostalgici, grande speciale “Paninari”, moda
italiana cult degli anni ottanta!

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #24
RONIN is the acclaimed epic by Frank Miller, the visionary writer/artist of THE DARK
KNIGHT RETURNS, 300 and Sin City. In this tale of a legendary warrior, the Ronin, a
dishonored, masterless 13th Century samurai, is mystically given a second chance
to avenge his master's death. Suddenly finding himself reborn in a futuristic and
corrupt 21st Century New York City, the samurai discovers he has one last chance
to regain his honor: he must defeat the reincarnation of his master's killer, the
ancient demon Agat. In a time and place foreign and unfathomable to him, the
Ronin stands against his greatest enemy with his life and, more importantly, his
soul at stake. This breathtaking Deluxe Edition includes rarely seen promotional
art, fold-out pages and more special features. Collects RONIN #1-6.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
ÒWilliamsÕ storytelling and character work is topnotch, some of the best stuff
happening in comics right now.Ó ÑNerdist ÒIf you enjoyed the original, theres
absolutely no reason not to stick around for Round 2.Ó ÑIGN The Dark Knight and
the heroes in a half shell reunite! The team behind the smash-hit crossover series
brings Batman and Robin to the Teenage Mutant Ninja TurtlesÕ New York to fight
the menace Bane! But will DonatelloÕs attempt to fix things create an even
deadlier threat? When Donatello opens a portal to Gotham City in search of the
TurtlesÕ recent ally, Batman, he accidentally gets sent to Gotham City and
someone else comes throughÑBane! The villain who broke Batman finds a new
world to conquer, developing a new strain of Venom to inflict on the Big AppleÕs
unsuspecting population. Donnie manages to bring Batman and Robin (Damian
Wayne) to his world to join the fight, but when they, Master Splinter, and the rest
of the TurtlesÑLeonardo, Michelangelo, and RaphaelÑdisagree with his plans, the
dejected Donatello takes matters into his own handsÉwith disastrous results!
Written by James Tynion IV (Detective Comics) and Ryan Ferrier (Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles: Dimension X) and illustrated by Freddie E. Williams II (Robin),
Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Ii collects all six issues of the thrilling
miniseries event presented by DC Comics and IDW Publishing.

Designs for Coloring: Butterflies
Se hai più di 30 anni e vuoi rivivere le emozioni di quando eri bambino e ti divertivi
con i tuoi giocattoli preferiti, ecco, questo è il libro che fa per te! Se sei un
collezionista, questo libro sarà per te una piccola bibbia per farti luce tra i più bei
giochi degli anni ’80. Scritto da uno dei massimi esperti in materia, il Massimo dei
Giocattoli, è un libro molto emozionante, unico in Italia nel suo genere. In questo
libro riscoprirai tutti i più bei giocattoli circolati negli anni ottanta e per ognuno
troverai immagini a colori, dati tecnici, tante chicche curiose tra i ricordi personali
dell’autore e rare informazioni di settore. Un libro per emozionarsi, rivivere le gioie
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del passato e riscoprire meravigliosi mondi sommersi! Vuoi sapere come è
strutturato il libro? In totale, il Massimo dei Giocattoli ti presenterà ben 100 schedegiocattolo illustrate. Si parte da un primo gruppo misto di 50 giocattoli cult, alcuni
popolarissimi, altri quasi introvabili. Poi l’atmosfera si infiamma e si passa a cinque
specialissime TOP 10. Attraverso queste classifiche il Massimo dei Giocattoli vi
svelerà le Greatest Hits dei migliori: . Giochi da Tavola . Consolle e Videogames .
Robot . Giocattoli per Bambine . Giocattoli per Bambini Un viaggio indietro nel
tempo, tra i ricordi, i sogni e le emozioni della nostra infanzia!

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Artobiography
Introducing a new era in TMNT! This series will explore characters and story-lines
that are pivotal to the IDW TMNT universe! When a mysterious new mutant targets
Baxter Stockman, it will be up to the TMNT to reluctantly save him. Little does
everyone know that a larger trap is being laid by a new arch-foe! Plus a back-up
story from TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman and comics legend Bill Sienkiewicz!

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Volume 18: Trial of Krang
Having perfected the art of making mutants, Old Hobs' numbers have swelled, now
it is up to the turtles to determine if they can trust Hob and his gang in a battle
against the Foot.

The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Pizza Cookbook
"City at War," Part 3. The Turtles race against time to save one of their own, but
beset by obstacles on all sides--including the Earth Protection Force and the tide of
approaching battle between two warring ninja clans--will they be too late?

IL MASSIMO DEI GIOCATTOLI: I 100 Giocattoli che hanno
Segnato una Generazione - Anni ’80
While the Turtles and Splinter are reeling from a surprise attack by Kitsune,
exposing weaknesses in their defense, the Street Phantoms use the opportunity to
pounce. Collects issues #61-65.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #100 Deluxe Edition
A thorough look back at the TMNT's comic book origins with their first stories plus
insightful annotations from co-creators Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird. Rediscover
the underground roots of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, with this special collection
of Mirage Studios' issues #48-55 including the start of a major Turtles storyline.
Beginning with the two-part "Shades of Gray," get ready as the multi-part "City at
War" explodes onto the comics page! With over 250 pages of mutated-martial arts
action along with annotations following each issue, this volume is perfect for fans
to relive the glorious days of the Turtles' origins as well as an excellent place for
new readers to see where the TMNT phenomenon began.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: the Ultimate Collection
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'CITY FALL'' part 3: With the hunt on for Leonardo, the remaining Turtles take
whatever help they can get but can they trust a truce with Old Hob?! A startling
climax will change the Turtles forever!

Il cinema dei fumetti
Epoca
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #6
Moody teenager Scout Montana gains the power to change her bleak city, but it
will change her even more.

Ninja da colorare. Teenage mutant ninja turtles
Acclaimed cartoonist Dylan Horrocks returns with a long-awaited new graphic
novel, the first since his perennial classic, 1998’s Hicksville. Cartoonist Sam Zabel
hasn’t drawn a comic in years. Stuck in a nightmare of creative block and despair,
Sam spends his days writing superhero stories for a large American comics
publisher and staring at a blank piece of paper, unable to draw a single line. Then
one day he finds a mysterious old comic book set on Mars and is suddenly thrown
headlong into a wild, fantastic journey through centuries of comics, stories, and
imaginary worlds. Accompanied by a young webcomic creator named Alice and an
enigmatic schoolgirl with rocket boots and a bag full of comics, Sam goes in search
of the Magic Pen, encountering sex-crazed aliens, medieval monks, pirates, pixies
and ― of course ― cartoonists. Funny, erotic, and thoughtful, Sam Zabel and the
Magic Pen explores the pleasures, dangers, and moral consequences of fantasy.

Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II
"Based on characters created by Peter Laird and Kevin Eastman."

Court of the Dead
A comprehensive guide to Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles collectibles lists licensed
products--comic books, toys, games, action figures, T-shirts--and their current
values

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #33
"Pogo" celebrates its 50th anniversary this year and remains a masterpiece of
comic-strip art. Wait Kelly opened the format to contain political and social satire and warm, furry animals - that has never been equaled. These volumes are
essential.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Vol. 16: Chasing Phantoms
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Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Adventures
The animated worlds of the current TMNT Nickelodeon cartoon and Batman: The
Animated Series collide in this outstanding mini-series! Villains start to
mysteriously escape Arkham and Batman seeks to track them down, but he
discovers that they have left Gotham completely and gone to the New York City of
the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles!

I LOVE 80: 101 Cose da Sapere sui Magici Anni Ottanta.
Speciale Paninari (con le foto originali del periodo)
Time is short as Krang accelerates his plan to terraform the Earth, which will kill all
who live on it! A surprise alliance results in a daring plan-- and the stakes have
never been higher! Collects issues #41_44.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 10
The Tales of the TMNT series presents short, one-issue stories that give readers an
in-depth look at Leonardo, Michelangelo, Donatello, Raphael, Casey Jones, and
Splinter, while also delving into the stories of background characters like Nobody,
Rat King, and Savanti Romero. Collects issues #1–7 of the original series, Tales of
the TMNT, and issues #1–8 of the 2004 re-launch, Tales of the TMNT Volume Two.
Presented in all-new color.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Vol. 11: Attack on Technodrome
Trying to figure out a way to thwart Krang's Earth-ravaging monstrosity, the
Technodrome, Don seeks the help of his genius (but cranky) friend, Harold.
Unfortunately Harold has his hands full with his newest invention the robotic
turtle Metalhead!

Shadoweyes: Volume One
It's a new year and the TMNT and Master Splinter look to the future even as they
struggle to come to grips with past mysteries. Meanwhile, General Krang grows
increasingly impatient with Baxter Stockman, who is prepared to unleash a horrific
new weapon to assist Old Hob in his dark quest to return the turtles and their
sensei to StockGen Research, where lab intern April O'Neil continues to suspect all
is not what it seems.

Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Omnibus, Vol. 1
The 80th anniversary of Batman collides with the 35th anniversary of the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles in this stunning concluding miniseries to the Batman/Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles trilogy! Our heroes have battled the evil of the Foot Clan in
Gotham City and Bane in New York, but now Krang has gotten his hands on the
most dangerous technologies in the DC Universe--and no universe is safe from his
wrath! As Krang's true power is revealed, it's up to Batman and the Turtles to stop
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him, but their only hope may lie with strange, yet familiar, visitor from another
world! Collects Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III #1-6.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #95
''Attack on Technodrome'' Part 4! Minutes remain before the Technodrome fully
activates and Shredder, Krang and the Turtles all vie for control. No side will be left
unscathed in this epic climax as one character makes an ultimate sacrifice!

The Official Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Treasury
The Turtles return to New York to find a city in Shredder's grip. The Turtles will
have to use all of their skills and stealth to survive. But is Casey ready for a
homecoming welcome from Hun?
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